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Abstract

The aim of this practical course was to create an robot head being capable of sim-
pli�ed human head and eye movements. The existing robot head was �rst evaluated
and analyzed, in terms of what could be changed or improved (view angle, precision
of the motors,. . . ) . Then the project proceeds with an evaluation of the necessary
servo-drives and we seek for the best compromise in terms of performance and price.
The design is proposed and simulated in Autodesk Inventor c© to check the crit-
ical parameters viewing angles and the realization itself. In the end the parts are
printed, assembled and the head is tested.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Human vision

The existing computer vision/perception capabilities di�er from human vision/perception
of their environment. Humans general outperform algorithms used by computers.
Therefore human vision is analyzed not only to get a better understanding of the
human body and to be able cure inabilities, but also in order to use the mechanism
to improve computer based vision. This makes many experiments necessary and
also models of a human head are needed. On those models algorithms can be tested
and vari�ed. One of those models, the robot head is realized in this practical lab
course.
For this realization a simpli�ed of the human head with only six rotation axises is
made which enables the head to nod, turn, and move the eyes up and down.

1.2 State of the art

Additionally to very complex and expensive robot heads available on the market,
both the NST in Munich and its research partner at the ETH in Zurich have sim-
pli�ed version to conduct their experiments.

1.2.1 Existing robot head

At The NST chair, there is already a robot head, used for experiments. (See below
�gure 1) This currently used robot head has 6 axises driven by servo motors (Hitec
HSR-8498HB -Robot Servo) 6 motors. This enables robot to move each of its eyes
with two axis (x and y) as well as his head in two axises (x and z). The robot is not
capable of rotating its cameras in the normal plane to its sight nor is it capable of
shaking its head. This leaves it with the movements:2

1�gure needed
2image for movement possibilities
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• Eye up/down

• Eye left/right

• Head up/down (nodding)

• Head rotate left/right (turning
around)

The servos of this robot head cause some problems. First the angle resolution is very
low. That leads to sturdy and abrupt movements shaking the whole head. Second
the servos are operating at their maximum torque. The head has high maintenance
costs and repair time due to the plastic gears which need to be replaced regularly in
the neck servos. Those neck servos have a higher load and therefore request stronger
servos.
Additionally to the points stated the movements are too loud and the assembly is
tricky because of the parts not �tting properly. The parts are 3D printed from
plastic and can be reprinted easily. As seen in �gure 1.1 the cameras are contrast
to the human ones not mounted in the middle of the eye-movement-axises.

Figure 1.1: The exiting robot head at the NST chair

1.2.2 Robot head at ETH

The robot head used by the ETH does not have the issues with sturdy movements. It
uses stronger servos which lead to soft movements and fewer need for maintenance.
Additionally the used servos speed up the movements of the robot head. However
as can be seen in �gure 1.2 the basic design is similar to the one used at the NST.
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Figure 1.2: photo of the existing robot head
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Chapter 2

Main Part

After introducing the human head and its movements and stating the limits of the
existing robot head available at the NST, the new proposal is described in this
section.

2.1 Proposed design

Before explaining the �nal design in section 2.2 its motivation is discussed in the
following section. This is completed by the selection of the servos to be used, the
methods for producing the parts, and a general overview about the design stages
the product went through.

2.1.1 Design goals

The redesign of the robot has to improve the old ones capabilities. This means it
has to outperform the old robot head in speed and needs to move the camera with
non spiking, continuous movements. For practical reasons it should not surpass 40
cm in width and be considerable easy to assemble. Furthermore the maintenance
breaks need for the current one need to be reduced and therefore the robot head
needs to become more robust. Although an improved robot head is needed, it still
can be based on the positive experience of the way of construction used.
Additionally to those goals the head had to be realized at comparable low costs.
Also some additional mounts for sensors like gyros are needed in the center of the
head. During the design process the additional goal of having the cameras in the
center of their rotation axises is added.
Although many of those improvements are additional functions the main goal is to
have a reliable working robot head which does not su�er from high maintenance
breaks.
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2.1.2 Determining needed servos

A major step during the project is to assess the required servo drives. At the NST
there had been good experiences made with servo drives from Dynamixel. For those
drives the Protocol for using them is already known and since they are used in mul-
tiple existing projects they can be exchanged. Furthermore the MX series of the
dynamixel drives had been suggested. They o�er a resolution of 0.088Â◦. The alter-
native (AX- or RX-series) fall comparably short with their 0.29Â◦. Both numbers
seem to be suited for the head at �rst glance however the precision mistakes add
up and lead to a an unkown position delta similar to 1cm2. By focusing on objects
only 1 m away from the camera this unknown area is too big. Therefore the MX
have to be used.
As second criteria the needed torque is calculated based on the existing robot head
and some safety margins. From this calculation both the MX28 and the MX64 could
be used. After comparing the the servos with the Hitec ones and considering the
prices the decision is made that the MX28 is chosen for all eye movements and the
MX64 for the neck movements. Using the stronger drive for the demanding appica-
tion in the neck should result in less maintenance needed there.
More information about the calculated torque or the decision process the presen-
tation of the argumentation as well as the report about the torque can be found
in1.

2.1.3 Digital prototyping

Digital prototyping is used more and more through the various technology �elds.
With the fall of costs for CAD workplaces and the increasing possibilities which
are o�ered by modern computing power, also stages like simulation, analysis, the
quali�cation of designs can be realized.
Instead of designing single parts, whole products are digitally designed, assembled,
and evaluated. In order to assemble the di�erent parts, constraints need to be set
and thus the limitations for movements between the parts. That enables simulating
the left degrees of freedom and movements of the parts in general. By �guring out
problems of the design in early stages of the project - especially before the costly
real prototype is made - time and money is saved.
However these advantages come with additional requirements for the digital design
of the parts. Instead of creating a part and machining it, multiple cycles of adjusting
dimensions and whole parts are needed during this digital development phase. This
leads to additional costs during the digital development although they turn out low
compared to the savings made possible by Digital prototyping.
After the successful development of such a digital prototype there is only one factor
left to be proven right by the �nal, real parts: The exact tolerances and material
surfaces because no real produced part corresponds exactly to its perfect digital

1add report to appendix
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version. 2

2.1.4 3D Printing and its capabilities

In the past several years 3D printing had been on a rise. Its advantages in prototyp-
ing make it an alternative to already common production methods like machining.
The major advantage of 3 printing is that the product or part is built up layer by
layer. This means the products can have undercuts or other additionally complexity
which would not be possible with processes like drilling, machining, or molding. Fur-
thermore in contrast to those production processes the costs of a part only depend
on its weight. The complexity of the parts only a�ect its costs slightly.
For the realization of the robot head the Objet 24 Desktop Printer from Stratasys
is used. It uses two types of plastic as printing material: One for the part itself
and another one to support the part. That way it can achieve an accuracy of up to
0.01 mm. Plastic o�ers �exibility and easy adjust ability as bene�ts for the design.
Metal has an higher sti�ness and is needed for some parts. 3 Figure 2.1 shows parts
during the printing process and �gure ??he parts before and after cleaning.

Figure 2.1: View through window of printer while parts are being printed.

Figure 2.2: Left: parts in high pressure cleaning tool, Right: Cleaned parts

2Autodesk Brochure
3http://www.stratasys.com/3d-printers/design-series/objet24
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2.1.5 Design stages

The Design process of the robot head, especially its digital prototype, can be outlined
in the following described stages. In the descriptions some details of the parts are
mentioned in order to give the reader an idea how the work was done. However the
�nal design is described in section 2.2

Reconstruction of the existing robot head As a �rst step the existing robot
head was reconstructed as precise digital version in Autodesk Inventor (visible in
�gure 2.3). That was necessary because only its printing �les (.stl) had been archived
together with an earlier version. Those printing �les result from an export from the
real digital version, in which the model is transfered to an mesh only version. That
leads to the fact that the �les can only be used for printing but are no use for
programs like Autodesk Inventor. Furthermore this export is only partly reversible
and therefore cannot be used.

Figure 2.3: The reconstructe existing robot head without the cameras and the neck
part. In red the housing for the center drive building together with the green parts
the carrier frame. The swing part comined is shown in blue

Adapt parts to �t the new servos As a second step, the parts which had
a direct connection to the servos had to be adapted. At this stages it was still
planed to reuse vast modules of the existing design and only change key parts. The
Dynamixel servos4 have a di�erent mounting adjustment then the HiTec servos5

used in the old design. Additionally their sizes di�er signi�cantly (see attached
drawing 6). This leads to the need to redesign all parts in order to achieve the
desired movement possibilities. However it also provides the chance to increase for
example the movement angles of the eyes.

4MX28 and MX64
5HSR-8498-HB Robot Servo
6comparison between old and new servo
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Create new �rst version of new design The needed redesign is started by
creating a �rst version of all essential parts. Starting from the assembly group of
the eye (visible in �gure 2.4) which is it most critical one in terms of needed space
and maximal dimensions possible for the head. As stated earlier, the total head
width has to be smaller then 40 cm.
For this version of the prototype the neck part and also the center part are not
created in every change cycle. This is done to save time while focusing on solving
the pressing challenges.
During this stage the requirement of having the camera in the center of the two
movement axises of the eye. This makes the design more realistic compared to the
human eye which rotates around its center in all axises. While increasing the e�ort
needed for designing, adjusting, and completing this assembly group, the bene�ts
of such a design are tempting. Di�erent options are discussed. However the limited
space does not allow for a complex design consisting of a frame, gears, and a lever.
Furthermore the complexity of such a design increases its vulnerability. Therefore
the choice for the �nal design was made. This design described in section 2.2 also
favor only low costs when it turns out that this function had to be reverted.

Figure 2.4: The eye section of the robot in an early development stage

Testprinting of keyparts In parallel to the �rst iterations of the eye component,
�rst sections of later parts are printed. This is done mainly to get a feeling for
the printing process. The experience of having the real material in his hands as
well as trying out di�erent tolerances is essential for the further development of
the digital prototype. The property of the parts consisting of various layers, their
surface properties, and the stability of �exibility can be experienced in the own
hands that way. Another important factor was to get an idea about what precisions
are possible with the printer and which kind of tolerances are needed. The parts
which were printed with 0.00 mm tolerance turned out to �t well into each other.
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However complex shapes �tting into each other will still be printed with 0.1 mm to
0.2 mm tolerances. This is necessary to avoid troubles during the assembly.

Figure 2.5: Screenshot of layout in printer

Digital trial and error While the test printing is promising from the start, the
eye component turns out to be the cause of various design iterations. Similar like
with changing sections of the code of a program at some point the original structure
of the part is corrupted and needs to be redesigned as whole. This is necessary for
the eye part when the results of the simulation of the possible viewing angles show
unsatisfying results. That happens because vast parts of the viewing cone of the
camera are covered when the robot is looking down (see drawing 7).

Figure 2.6: Avanced development stage of eye component

Adding the neck and middle section After passing this challenge, the middle
section and the neck is added. With this change some additional cycles are necessary
in order to meet the goals set for the dimensions and movement possibilities of the

7Camera cone picture needed
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Figure 2.7: Eye component with blue cone representing the viewing angle of the
camera without movement

head. The usage of the MX64 servo in its dual-axis-mount-con�guration (visible in
8) makes it possible to save additional centimeters in the width of the head.

Final digital assembly Until this stage the various parts in the assembly �le
of the prototype use non-realistic constraints. Those are needed while the parts
themselves are not �nished and realized by de�ning the distance between planes,
edges, or part origins. To ensure that the assembly really �ts together and works in
the real world, too those constraints have to be changed to screws and shapes �tting
into each other.

Figure 2.8: The �nal digital prototype

At this stages all parts are again checked for possible overlapping sections between
them and they are adapted according to it. Additionally to simulating the screws

8�gure needed of MX64
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with constraints, they are also placed into the prototype as design components.
Together with the nuts they enable simulations to check for and prevent further
conclusions caused by them.

Final digital movement simulation As �nal tests done at the digital prototype,
both the movements and the ability to assemble the parts is checked again. This
is necessary because the CAD design provides the risk of placing screws at places
where no screwdriver can reach them. It also can happen that one ensures the
matching of parts in its assembled state, however during assembly they need to be
moved. The additional space for those movements, necessary to get the part to its
�nal destination, has to be considered and provided.

Get non printed parts Throughout the previous steps the change in one part
often caused adaptations in other parts. That makes it necessary to complete the
digital prototype before acquiring any parts. The bearings needed and the machined
arm needed for the eye movement have to be ordered now since they are the most
time critical parts.

Printing parts As soon as the organization of those second party parts frees the
man power, the printing can be started. This includes the export of the �les as
well as simple drawings of the parts. Those are necessary to avoid major misprints
because of errors during the export. First there is only one representative part
printed of each mirrored pair. After they are freed from the supporting material
with the help of a high pressure water jet, they can be checked again. Unforeseeable
problems might be discovered at this stage and only if the parts seem alright, their
mirrored versions are printed as well.

Assembly of parts With all parts being printed and the second party parts
being arrived, the assembly can be started. Due to the e�ort invested in the digital
prototype the whole assembly can be completed within little more than an hour.
The workshop provided by the NST is a huge help and the tools speed up the process
additionally.

Testing of the robot head Final stage of the project is the testing of the as-
sembled robot head. Additionally the servos are calibrated in this stage and in case
modi�cations of the parts are necessary they can be carried out in the workshop.

2.2 Implementation

In addition to the described process, in this section the design itself is presented in
detail.
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2.2.1 The eyes of the robot

The eyes (seen in �gure 9) of the robot are driven by two axises enabling them to
move up and down as well as right and left. Mounted on the swing is the �rst servo
responsible for the horizontal movement. For the assemble the front part of the
swing can be dismounted. That gives this servo drive free.
In order to have the camera at the center of rotation the second servo has to be
assembled out of center. This requires additional sti�ness and is provided by a
metal arm. In order to avoid stress on the lower servo drive, the weight of the
upper drive is supported by the swing itself. Therefore the metal arm slides on this
extension of the slide.
Which part of the camera has to be in the rotation center is not clear yet and
thus left adjustable. The robot eye achieves horizontal viewing angles of ±55◦ and
vertical viewing angles of +50◦ and −40◦.

Figure 2.9: Seperated view of the �nal eye section

2.2.2 The neck of the robot

The neck of the robot is responsible for both the nodding movement as well as head
rotations. Therefore it uses two MX64 drives which are more powerful than their
MX28 colleagues. The rotation movement is realized with a rotating disk on an oval
base which includes one of the servo drives. The disk is connected to the right and
left carrier which hold the slide on which the eye is mounted. Those carrier parts
took almost maximum usage of the maximum printing length of 21 cm (19.5 cm ).

9�gure of eyes missing
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In order to prevent stress on the drive an axial needle bearing is applied.
The second MX64 is mounted on top of the disk in a special holder. This holder
enables the drive to be separated easily. Although the eye-slides are attached directly
to the MX64, a hat part is needed which connects the left and the right slide. On
this part there are the additional mounting possibilities for further sensors found.
The human nodding angles are almost achieved however if the robot is lookin up, it
can not move as far as the human counterpart.

Figure 2.10: Seperated view of the neck component together with the carriers

2.2.3 special design tricks

• All servos not only mounted by screws but the transformation of the torque
is supported by the mounts �tting tightly on the servos.

• Instead of screws in the plastic nut holders are added to the parts. Increasing
reassembly possibilities

• bearings supporting the servos and taking preasure of them

• usage of 3d printing capabilities to reduce the needed space (e.g. center part)

• usage of standart parts (length of screws etc.)
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Chapter 3

Conclusion

3.1 Assembly and evaluation

The assembly is done at the workshop of the NST. Due to the limited time and
the fact that the last parts are still printing the assembly could not be completed
before the report had to be �nished. Nevertheless some parts are already complete
and especially the nut mounts are working well. Due to the lack of time the metal
arm (see �gure 3.1 )for the eye component had to be machined of steel instead of
aluminum. That makes the part heavier and in regards to the sti�ness of the part, it
could have been designed thinner. This alteration was a last minute alteration and
the plastic parts had already started the printing process. Therefore an alteration of
that component was not possible without adding costs to the robot head. Regarding
the printed plastic components, a �rst evaluation shows that they are very robust.
From that one might also conclude that the parts could have been designed thinner.
However mass brings robustness against vibration with it and the real sti�ness of
the parts has to be evaluated in the working robot head.

Figure 3.1: Metall part machined of steel instead of aluminium
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3.2 Solutions to major challenges

Throughout the whole design process many challenges appeared and have been
solved. Below some of them and their solutions are summed up again:

• Where to start?
In the beginning and throughout the project many aspects and requirements
had to be set. To start such a development with the goal to resemble human
like movements leaves many aspects open. First the existing robot head was
analyzed and then step by step the project requirements were de�ned. That
also lead to the creation of the design being an iterative process which made
it necessary to start all over again many times.

• Torque calculation without de�ning the �nal parts
When the torque calculation had to be carried out, the �nal design was still
unclear. To get a �rst estimation the old components had to be used and safety
boundaries had to be added. This makes and additional check necessary as
soon as the �nal design is �nished. However there was not enough time for
that. Since there were only two servos we could chose from, other aspects
like comparisons between old and new and a bigger safety margin were the
solution.

• First time 3d printing
In order to get used to this unfamiliar process and the important aspects for it
in the design of the parts, test printing were used. To keep the costs low only
small key parts were printed. That lead to only investing 16 Euro on parts
not being used in the �nal design. As comparison the total printing costs of
the robot head is around 800 Euro.

• Unfamiliarity with software
Tutorials and the rich forums throughout the internet helped us to get used
to the new version of Autodesk Inventor. This was necessary because major
changes not only in the user layout, but also in the functionality had been
made during the last years.

• Ongoing changes on parts which need to �t to each other
The incremental process of the development made ongoing adaptations neces-
sary. Partly this could be solved by referencing part sections to other parts.
However this added a lot of complexity to the parts and the �nal assembly and
lead to many crashes of the program. Additionally parts had to be completely
redesigned after too many changes of the referenced parts had been made.

• How should the camera be mounted in the center?
This question had been left open until the end and thus a slightly less stable
but adjustable camera mount had to be used. Taking this risk was possible
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since the a�ected component is very small and can be changed in case of
necessity.

3.3 Challenges left open and how to proceed

Some of the challenges also had to be left unsolved due to the lack of time and
practicality issues:

• Lighter design for faster movements
As stated above the design of the robot head was chosen to robust instead
of weight optimized. That leads to slower movements and higher vibration
resistance. However in the future the necessary sti�ness can be evaluated
more in detail and thus higher speeds would be possible.

• Fixing the camera in a position for higher accuracy
The previously stated adjustable camera can be �xed in position for higher
accuracy

• Limiting length of servo cables
The length of the servo cables is on one hand limited on the other hand the
cables could be adjusted to the components in a way that all movements are
ensured not to harm them.

• Experiments need to be carried out
In the end the solution provided by the new design is not perfect and experi-
ments will show further possibilities of improvements.
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Criteria 1: Resolution

Two options of servos available:
1. AX or RX with 0.29° Resolution
2. MX with 0.088° Resolution

Sketch of axis in Robot head

Even if the mistake made with the resolution of 0.29° seems to be really small for 
each servo, it increases in the robot head because 4 servo movements are in serial. 

Resolution difference:

Case 1:   x-axis 0.29 x 2 = 0.58° ; y-axis 0.58° (an object being 1 meter away from the 
camera, die unclear position would be already more than a 1cm x 1cm )
Case 2: both axises 0.088 x 2 = 0.176  unclear spot: (1m distance -> 3.1 mm square)     
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0.088°

0.29

Criteria 1: Resolution
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$219.90

Criteria 2: Price

$299.90

$279.90

$209.90

$493.90

$499.00

$139.90

$94.90

$44.90
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Summary: Resolution and Price 
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Speed

As the speed of 900 degres/s is not reachable, the accuracy becomes
the more important problem. Hence, we choose the MX-28 for the motors
commanding the eyes rotations.
The MX-64 would be only slightly faster but 100 $ more expensive. Given
the fact that for the eyemovement 4 servos are needed, that would mean
400 $ extra.
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Torque necessary

The calculated, necessary torque is far below the compared torque
estimation from the ETH Robot Head. Reasons for this might vary from
friction to not known divisions of the mass inside the objects.
Additionally the final design depends again on the servos so the
calculation can be only one rough criteria for the torque estimation.

For details on the calculation check the report [raport.pdf]

Position of motor Torque

Neck rotation C = 2.5 kg cm 

Neck (nodding) C = 0.07 kg cm

Eyes (left right) C = 0.037 kg cm

Eyes (up and down) C = 0.04 kg cm

Comparison ETH Head estimated 
torque needed

C = ~11 kg cm
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Comparision old vs. new



Hitec Source: http://www.servodatabase.com/servo/hitec/hsr-8498hb

Dynamixel Source: https://www.trossenrobotics.com/images/productdownloads/dynamixel_guide.pdf

Dynamixel
Model MX-64

(Visit Product Page)
MX-28

(Visit Product Page)

Stall Torque @ Max Voltage 7.3N.m (74.4 kg-cm) 3.1N.m (31.6 kg-cm)
Speed (RPM) 78 67
Nominal Operating Voltage 11.1-14.8v 11.1-14.8v
Stall Current Draw 5.2A 1.7A
Dimensions 40.2x61.1x41 mm 35.6x50.6x35.5 mm
Weight 126g 72g
Resolution 0.088° 0.088°
Operating Angle 360 360
Gear Reduction 200 : 1 193 : 1
Geartrain Material Hardened Steel Hardened Steel
Onboard CPU Cortex M3 (STM32F103C8

@ 72MHZ, 32 Bit)
Cortex M3 (STM32F103C8
@ 72MHZ, 32 Bit)

Position Sensor Magnetic Encoder Magnetic Encoder
Com Protocol TTL/RS-485 TTL/RS-485
Com Speed 3mbps 3mbps
Compliance/PID PID PID
Dimensional Drawing PDF PDF

http://www.trossenrobotics.com

~50 rpm
~55 rpm

3-4x torque
1.3x weight

2.2x size
Steel gear

8-10x torque
2.3x weight

3.5x size
Steel gear
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Conclusion
Servo position Proposed model Reason

Eye- movement MX-28 - Fulfills basic requirements
- MX-64 faster, but almost double the weight -

> risk of damaging parts increases

Neck nod MX-28 (possible)
MX-64 (save solution)

- MX-64 preferred because with the additional 
torque there is more buffer possible (weight 
of eyes will increase + rapid eye movements 
lead to forces on the nodding axis. Higher 
Torque better for more stability

- MX-28 is enough according to the calculation 
and comparison with ETH and old model. 
Considering the problems with the current 
design (fast eyemovements lead to 
movements in the nod angle) the MX-64 
might be the save bet.

Neck (left-right) MX-28 (possible)
MX-64 (save solution)

- MX-64 (more flexible for design and in terms 
of experiments)

- MX-28 enough according to calculations and 
comparison with ETH and old model. 
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License

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Germany License.
To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org or send a letter to
Creative Commons, 171 Second Street, Suite 300, San Francisco, California 94105,
USA.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/de/
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